With Delta Dental of Arizona’s CheckUp Plus™ program*, preventive and diagnostic services are no longer deducted from your annual plan maximum – giving you more money to use when you need it most.

Maximize your maximum.

Potential Savings Impact of CheckUp Plus™

Example assumes two routine checkups (exams, X-rays, cleanings) per year covered at 100% with a $1,000 annual maximum. Sealants and any other services that are part of your plan’s diagnostic and preventive category may be covered under CheckUp Plus.

For example, receive exams, routine X-rays, fluoride applications and cleanings* without subtracting from your annual plan maximum.

Good oral health is essential to full body wellness. You need regular checkups to help prevent tooth decay and detect disease early.

We think you should be rewarded for taking care of your body. That’s why CheckUp Plus is included in most plans.*

CheckUp Plus allows you to take advantage of preventive and diagnostic dental services without eating away at your yearly plan maximum. Protect your mouth, protect your money and maximize your maximum with CheckUp Plus today!

deltadentalaz.com | 800.352.6132

* Please check with your benefits administrator to confirm participation in CheckUp Plus. † Please check with your benefits administrator to confirm specific plan benefits. ‡ Actual savings may vary.